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We observe conductivity oscillations with aperiodic spacing to only one side of the tunneling current
in a dual-gated graphene field effect transistor with an n-p-n type potential barrier. The spacing and
width of these oscillations were found to be inconsistent with pure Fabry–Perot-type interferences,
but are in quantitative agreement with theoretical predictions that attribute them to resonant
tunneling through quasibound impurity states. This observation may be understood as another
signature of Klein tunneling in graphene heterojunctions and is of importance for future
development and modeling of graphene based nanoelectronic devices. © 2010 American Institute of
Physics. �doi:10.1063/1.3493652�

Graphene is a two-dimensional monolayer of carbon at-
oms that results in a zero-gap semiconductor with outstand-
ing electronic1 and thermal properties.2 Unlike in most con-
ventional semiconductors, charge carriers in graphene obey
the Dirac equation and are capable of ballistic3–6 and coher-
ent transport,7,8 and Veselago lensing.9 One of the most
promising devices for applications in nanoelectronics is the
graphene field effect transistor �GFET�, which was shown to
be capable of ultra high frequency �100 GHz� operation.10

Locally gated GFETs give rise to more complex archi-
tectures such as n-p-n heterojunctions, which can be realized
without physically doping the underlying material. In the
conventional transport regime the tunneling current across a
potential barrier decreases with increasing barrier energy. In
contrast, the chiral Fermions in graphene have been pre-
dicted to tunnel through potential barriers with near unitary
probability.6,11 As a result, an increasing tunneling current
with increasing barrier energy is expected, analogous to
Klein tunneling in quantum electrodynamics. Furthermore,
top gated graphene heterojunctions form a Fabry–Perot �FP�
type cavity for electron waves, which undergo oscillations in
the top gated region due to multiple reflections within the
barrier. A �-phase shift in the FP oscillations in a magnetic
field was recently observed and understood to be the signa-
ture of Klein tunneling in graphene heterojunctions.5,7,12 Re-
cently, Rossi et al. predicted that the residual impurity con-
centration in partially disordered junctions gives rise to a
non-negligible scattering potential Vsc, which causes broad
and aperiodic conductivity oscillations, which might be un-
derstood as another signature of Klein tunneling.13

Here we report the experimental observation of aperi-
odic conductivity oscillations in a quasiballistic GFET. We
analyze the spacing and the width of these oscillations, and
find that both are better explained by the resonant tunneling
model, and cannot be attributed solely to FP oscillations. We
further analyze the disorder potential introduced by charged
impurities and phonons at elevated temperatures.

A schematic of the dual-gated GFET and the electrical
biasing scheme are shown in Fig. 1�a�. The graphene flakes

were prepared by micromechanical exfoliation of natural
graphite onto a p++ Si wafer with a thermally grown 300 nm
SiO2 dielectric. The flakes were identified as being single
layer from their characteristic Raman spectrum.14,15 Electron
beam lithography was utilized to pattern the graphene flake
and to define electrical Cr/Au contacts. A 10 nm Al2O3 layer
was then evaporated to provide a gate oxide for the subse-
quent deposition of a 100 nm wide top-gate. An optical mi-
crograph of a device similar to the one used in these experi-
ments is shown in the inset to Fig. 1�c�. The top gate was
used to apply a local electrostatic potential, thereby creating
an n-p-n junction as shown in Fig. 1�b�, with a partially
graded junction of width D�.

The visibility of conductivity oscillations depends
strongly on the underlying mobility, coherence length, and
the disorder potential. We first characterize the relevant
transport parameters in our GFET device by grounding the
top gate to the drain electrode. Consequently, carrier trans-
port in the resultant structure is similar to transport in a
graphene nanoribbon �GNR�. A constant 100 mV source
drain bias Vsd was applied while the global backgate bias Vbg
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FIG. 1. �Color online� �a� Schematic of device geometry and contacting
scheme. �b� Potential profile created by the global backgate and the local top
gate as a function of the device length �transport direction� creating an n-p-n
junction. �c� RT �300 K� and cryogenic �5 K� conductivities of the device.
Inset: optical micrograph of the GFET—the graphene flake has been out-
lined for clarity.
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was varied from �40 to +40 V. The relatively high backgate
bias was required since a 300 nm thick dielectric is necessary
to provide good optical contrast for the purpose of locating
graphene flakes. The mobility can be estimated from the data
in Fig. 1�c� using �= �en��−1, where n=Cox�Vbg−VDirac� /e,
VDirac the voltage at the charge neutrality point, and Cox
=115 aF /�m2 the oxide capacitance.3,16,17 At carrier densi-
ties of 1–2�1012 cm−2, corresponding to back gate voltages
of 30–40 V, we estimate a room temperature �RT� mobility
of 1120 cm2 V−1 s−1 and a cryogenic �5 K� mobility of
3300 cm2 V−1 s−1. The corresponding ballistic mean free
paths of le�50 nm at RT and le�110 nm at 5 K were es-
timated from the scattering time.16 Note that the �−Vbg
curve in Fig. 1�c� shows some kinks that most likely origi-
nate from tunneling through trapped states which originate
from Fermi-level pinning of the local potential at the impu-
rities. These kinks occur on both sides of the global conduc-
tivity minimum, and their position changes with each
cooldown event.

Furthermore, the two-dimensional sheet carrier density
	ns was estimated from the geometry of the device and
known material properties using 	ns=
o
r�Vbg−VDirac� /edox,
where dox=300 nm is the oxide thickness, �r is the dielectric
constant of SiO2. Similarly, the corresponding top-gate car-
rier density 	nTG can be calculated from the sheet carrier
density 	ns.

3

Unlike top and back gate potentials, 	ns provides unam-
biguous information about the underlying transport since
	ns is zero at the charge neutrality point, which is not nec-
essarily located at Vbg=0. The location of the charge neutral-
ity point away from Vbg=0 originates from the presence
of charged impurities, which contribute to the conductivity
�ci according to:18,19 �ci�n�=Cimp�	ns /nimp�, where Cimp=5
�1015 V−1 s−1 is a constant related to the screened Coulomb
potential,20 and nimp is the impurity density. From this equa-
tion we find nimp=6�1011 cm−2 in our device, the knowl-
edge of which is crucial in identifying the transport regime,
and correlating it to the visibility of conductivity oscillations.
We further calculate the � parameter, given by �=n�ni

−3/2,
where n� is the slope of the density profile around zero den-
sity, and ni�e /�h, which differentiates between diffusive
and ballistic regimes.21 Values of �1 indicate purely dif-
fusive transport, whereas values of ��1 are characteristic of
the ballistic regime. In our device �=3.7 at 5 K, which is
indicative of the quasiballistic regime were both ballistic and
diffusive transport contributes to the conductivity.

Following the initial characterization of the GNR, the
main results have been achieved by applying a bias VTG to
the top gate thereby creating the electrostatic potential shown
in Fig. 1�b�. Using this configuration, we observed an in-
creasing tunneling current with increasing barrier height in
the vicinity of the charge neutrality point, as shown in Fig.
2�a�. In addition, the onset of up to three conductivity oscil-
lation minima �resistivity maxima� are visible in an aperiodic
spacing to only one side of the global conductivity minimum
	ntg=0.

Similar conductance oscillations have been previously
observed,5,17,22 and analyzed in the context of FP oscilla-
tions. The oscillations observed in our device cannot be ex-
plained solely by the FP model. In the FP model, where the
k-vector is affected by the geometric boundary, the magni-
tude of the spacing between successive oscillations �ij can be

approximated by the condition kF�2L�=2�. Consequently
the peak spacing becomes �ij =4	�n2 /Lc, where Lc�Ltg
+2d, and is thus constant,22 which would be on the order of
5�1010 cm−2 in our device. However, in the presence of a
scattering potential Vsc due to impurity states, the phase shift
in the interference �WKB is given by �WKB=−
Vsc�x� ,y�dx�,
where the scattering potential Vsc is proportional to Vsc

��Vd�r�+Vtg�r�+ 1
2
d2r��n�r�� / �r−r����.13 Using the above

expression for the impurity potential Rossi et al. obtain peak
spacings of �12=0.85�1012 cm−2 and �23=1.0�1012 cm−2

at an impurity concentration nimp=5�1011 cm−2.13 In our
device �12=0.8�1012 cm−2 and �23=1.1�1012 cm−2 at the
estimated impurity concentration of nimp=6�1011 cm−2.

Furthermore, the observed aperiodic spacing, i.e., �12
��23 as shown in Fig. 2�b�, can be accounted for by the fact
that Vsc is a function of topgate bias as well as the carrier
concentration inside the junction. This feature cannot be ex-
plained solely by the FP model but it is present in the self-
consistent simulations using the above expression for the
scattering potential. In addition, the width of our oscillations
is larger than the theoretically predicted width of FP
oscillations,12 and the experimentally measured width in
cleaner devices.7,5 In contrast, in the presence of Vsc, the
visibility of these oscillations is strongest at low impurity
concentrations and decreases with increasing impurity den-
sity, but are predicted to be still visible at our experimental
values of nimp=6�1011 cm−2, while both the theoretical
and experimental width are estimated to be about 0.4
�1012 cm−2, and thus comparable. Consequently, the mag-
nitude of oscillation spacing and width in our device is best
explained by resonant tunneling through quasibound impuri-
ties.

Finally, we analyze the temperature dependence of the
conductivity oscillations to study the influence of the degra-
dation of the ballistic mean free path and polar optical
phonons on the observed oscillations. The magnitude of os-
cillations diminishes at higher temperatures as shown in Fig.
3�a�. Figure 3�b� shows a log-log plot of the amplitude of the
first resistance oscillation peak 	I as a function of tempera-
ture, which vanishes at about 85 K. To understand what hap-
pens at this particular temperature we recorded the tempera-
ture dependence of the GFET resistivity with the top-gate
grounded as shown in Fig. 3�c�. The observed exponential
increase in resistivity is consistent with previous
investigations.18,23 The fitted solid curves in Fig. 3�c� corre-
spond to the phonon contribution to the resistivity �ph as
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FIG. 2. �Color online� �a� Conductivity as a function of back and top gate
bias showing conductivity oscillations characteristic of Klein tunneling. The
lines mark conductivity minima. �b� Positions of the peak minima as a
function of top and back gate bias. Data recorded at 5 K.
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given by �ph=�0�VBG�+�LA�T�+�PO�VBG ,T�, where �0�VBG�
is the residual resistivity, and �LA and �PO are due to acoustic
and polar optical phonons, respectively.18 The only free pa-
rameter in �LA is the acoustic deformation potential DA,
which we extract from the linear part in Fig. 3�c� to be DA
=15�3 eV. The contribution to the total phonon resistivity
due to �PO was analyzed following Ref. 24, and is in good
agreement with our data �see fit in Fig. 3�c��.

Thus, the underlying scattering mechanism most likely
originates from polar phonon injection from the underlying
SiO2, which set in above 85 K. These phonons cause carrier
scattering and thereby degrade the ballistic mean free path.
As a consequence, transport through the barrier becomes
purely diffusive, since le�110 nm at 5 K degraded to values
smaller than the top gate length of 100 nm which defines the
n-p-n junction. Therefore, the conductance oscillations van-
ish at about 85 K when the GFET transitions from quasibal-
listic to diffusive transport through the barrier due to the
onset of polar optical phonons.

In summary, we fabricated an GFET with an n-p-n type
potential barrier and observed aperiodic conductivity oscilla-

tions in the quasiballistic regime ��=3.7�. The peak spacing
cannot be explained solely by the FP model, but is correctly
predicted when resonant tunneling through impurity states is
taken into account, in agreement with recent theoretical pre-
dictions. The observation of resonant tunneling through im-
purity states may be understood as another signature of Klein
tunneling in graphene heterojunctions and is of importance
for future development of high performance GFETs.
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FIG. 3. �Color online� �a� Temperature dependence of the conductivity os-
cillations. �b� Amplitude 	I of the first oscillation with respect to the mini-
mum between the first and second peak. �c� Temperature dependence of the
resistivity as a function of several back-gate biases.
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